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Nesting Egg Boxes

Part 1: Prepare the Blanks:
For the Boxes: Here are the sizes I have chosen for these 3 Nesting Egg Boxes:
Note: These blank sizes are relatively minimal. You will be using most of the blank for the boxes. Add 1/2” (13mm) or more to
give yourself more room, if desired, for comfort. The longer the blank, the more chatter on the unsupported end of the piece.
Egg #1 - Finished size: 1-3/8” x 2“ (34mm x 53mm), Blank size: 1-7/16” x 2-3/4” (37mm x 70mm)
Egg #2 – Finished size: 1-3/4” x 2-1/2” (45mm x 62mm), Blank size: 1-13/16” x 3-1/4” (47 x 83mm)
Egg #3 – Finished size: 2-1/4” x 3-1/8” (58mm x 80mm), Blank size: 2-5/16” x 3-7/8” (60mm x 100mm)
For the Jam Chucks: You will need a piece of compressible straight grain, preferably endgrain, wood that allows for jam
chucking the box lid either over a tenon or into a recess. It needs a tenon on one end to fit the scroll chuck, and a hole
through it.
For a tenon insert: If you want to maximize grain match by using an inserts for the tenons, prepare blanks for them,
allowing for a chuck tenon, with enough length to part off the insert at approximately 1/2”/13mm.

Part 2: Make a single basic Egg Box:
1. Determine the proportions for the finished Egg Box.
2. Prepare a blank slightly larger in diameter, adding enough length for a tenon, parting cut, and extra at the ends to turn
away the live/drive center point damage. Make a tenon on each end to fit your scroll chuck (or mount on faceplates).
3. Separate the halves with the bottom (longer) section of the Egg in the chuck.
4. Hollow the bottom of the Egg, and cut a parallel sided recess for the lid. Chamfer the outside edge.
5. Sand (and finish if desired) the inside surface.
6. Mount the lid (shorter) section of the Egg in the chuck and create a tenon that the bottom jam fits on to.
7. Match the chamfer on the bottom with a chamfer on the lid.
8. With the tailstock in place, shape the outside of the bottom and across the joint area. Leave enough material at the
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headstock end for support while hollowing. Sand, tape around the joint, and remove the tailstock to finish the bottom.
9. Hollow the lid of the box, sand (and finish if desired).
10. Refine the fit of the joint if needed by sanding or taking light cuts.
11. Jam chuck the lid to complete its shaping and sanding.

Part 3: Nest inside of a larger box:
1. Make another box, planning to have the inside diameter just larger than the first box. I like to leave 1/16” (1.5mm) of
clearance. A template for the inside of the box will help.
2. When hollowing the 2 halves of the box, test the fit to make sure that the first box will fit inside.

Part 4: Make a smaller box to nest inside :
1. Using a template for the inside hollowing of the larger box ensures that you will have enough room inside for the egg
shape you want to make.
2. Design your smaller box to fit inside with enough clearance that it won’t get stuck.
3. Test the fit of the larger box onto the bottom and lid while on the jam chucks.

Part 5: Use an insert for the tenon to maximize the grain match:
1. When parting the 2 halves of the box, use a thin parting tool to establish the kerf, and finish with a narrow saw.
2. After hollowing the bottom of the box and cutting the recess for the lid, mount a blank in the chuck to make an
insert.
3. Create a parallel sided smooth tenon on the blank that the bottom’s recess will jam fit onto. Make the insert long
enough to mount into a recess in the lid.
4. Part out the center of the insert now or after it’s glued into the box. Part off the insert.
5. The center of the insert, or the rest of the insert blank, can be made into a support for the box if desired. Shape
and sand a donut shape (or your choice of shape), and part it off of the blank.
6. Glue the insert into a recess in the lid, hollow the lid, and finish the lid on a jam chuck.

Part 4: Finishing:
1. This project can be finished with any material that you like to use. Some options include CA, lacquer, poly,
friction polish, oil finish, and/or wax.
2. If you want to finish on the lathe, it can be done in stages. Finish the insides right after hollowing, the bottom
while it’s jammed onto the lid, and the lid while on its jam chuck.
3. Some finishing products may require a looser fit of the box joint to allow for the buildup.
4. Any finish should be done after pyrography, to keep from creating toxic fumes from burning the finish.
Congratulations on completing your Nesting Egg Boxes!
For safety, Please wear eye and face protection at ALL TIMES
HAVE FUN !!
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